ALLIANCE MACHINES TEXTILES - ITMA 2019 BARCELONA

Since the first event in 1952 located in Bern, textile machines built by ALLIANCE, BENE or DURAND
have been exhibited in all following ITMA fairs
MORE AIR, LESS WATER have been used in our machines granting quality as well managing steplessly
more and more savings in treatment costs.
WHAT’S NEW in 2019 ?
The ROTORA dyeing machine will be shown with an integrated drying device. This combination will
allow « wet » treatment for both standard and technical fabrics and to achieve drying inside the
machine before off-loading.
All our machines (even not exhibited) like FUTURA (« long » type dyeing), ZEPHYRA (finishing
machines for fabrics in rope form), LABOJET as well as machines with very large capacities will be
presented in, details thanks to augmented reality system with 3D lenses.
ROTORA dyeing machine by means of rotating beam. For several years, this machine has been giving
savings in water, chemicals and energy rising up to more than 50 %. This for all types of fabrics in
open width treatments.
RIVIERA ECO GREEN : « round » type dyeing machine with very low liquor ratio (1 :2 to 1 :3). Thanks
to its air blowing system already in use for several years, tubular or opened knitted as well as woven
fabrics can be dyed free from creases marks. Machines from 10 to 1000 kg capacity, storage baskets
in various widths can be delivered, allowing dyeing of very light fabrics (100 g per meter) as well as
very heavy ones (2000 g per meter).
You will be able to calculate by your own annual savings in your proper conditions.
With machines from 10 to 1200 kg capacity in diameter from 185 to 1600 mm, all your fabrics light or
heavy, as well as many technical materials will be dyeable with very low liquor ratio.
Thanks to this unique liquor ratio, ALLIANCE MACHINES TEXTILES is for sure participating to water
savings on our planet.
Please foresee to visit our booth Hall 2 B 318.

